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IMPROVED SOBOLEV INEQUALITIES

BY

ROBERT S. STRICHARTZ1

Abstract. For a function / defined on R", Sobolev's inequality 11/11, <

c(l| /IL + IIV/IL), where 1 < p < q < oo and \/p — \/q = \/n, can be improved

if the Fourier transform / is assumed to have support in a set A which satisfies an

estimate {£ €E A: ||£|| < s} |< csd for some d < n; the improvement being that we

can take \/p — \/q— \/d, provided we also assume/) < 2 =S q. Analogous results

are proved for other Sobolev inequalities, for embeddings into Lipschitz-Zygmund

spaces, and for functions on symmetric spaces whose Fourier expansions are suitably

limited. Improved Sobolev inequalities are established locally for solutions of the

wave equation. An application to the Radon transform on spheres is given.

1. Introduction. Consider the Sobolev inequality II f\\q < c(\\f\\p + llv/ll „) for/

defined on R", where 1 < p < q < oo and \/p — \/q— \/n. Simple examples show

that it cannot be improved, in the sense that the index q cannot be increased.

However, if we are willing to restrict the class of functions / in some way, then the

possibility arises of improving Sobolev's inequality. One trivial way to do this is to

assume that / is only a function of d variables, for d < n. Then, at least locally, we

can take \/p — \/q= \/d. In this paper we consider other, less trivial, ways to

restrict/to obtain the same sort of improvement.

In §2 we consider functions whose Fourier transforms are supported in a set A

which satisfies an estimate | {£ G A : | £ | =S s) | =£ csd for some d < n (not necessarily

an integer). We will say that A has asymptotic dimensions < d. We will show that the

Sobolev inequality holds for \/p — \/q = I/o" for such/, provided/) < 2 < a. This

condition is essential for our method, which is nothing other than a trivial modifica-

tion of an old proof of the usual Sobolev inequality due to Hardy, Littlewood and

Paley. It can be relaxed if the characteristic function of A is an Lp Fourier multiplier

for 1 < p < oo, but not in general, as is shown by a counterexample in §5.

§2 also contains a sampling of related improved Sobolev inequalities (with d in

place of n ) involving Lipschitz-Zygmund classes when p > d and exponential

integrability when p = d. We actually obtain all results for functions in Sobolev

spaces LI of all orders, not just a = 1.

We consider analogous results for functions on compact Lie groups or compact

symmetric spaces in §3. Here there is a natural Fourier series expansion/ = 2me£/m,

and we consider functions whose expansion is limited to/m with m G A. Many of the
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398 R. S. STRICHARTZ

proofs are similar to those of §2, so we only give sketches of the proofs. These results

are applied in §4 to the Radon transform on spheres. We are able to improve

estimates in [14] that were obtained by applying the usual Sobolev inequalities to

functions on the Grassmannian manifold 0(n + \)/0(n — k) X 0(k + 1) whose

Fourier series expansions are limited to spherical harmonic representations. This was

actually the problem that originally motivated this paper, providing the first clue

that improved Sobolev inequalities might be true and interesting.

In §5 we derive local improved Sobolev inequalities for solutions of the wave

equation. Here the situation is more complicated, in that the difference \/p — I/o is

not constant, but varies between the expected value and a higher value as p varies.

We are also able to construct simple counterexamples that shed light on the

restriction p < 2 < q in §2.

Finally in §6 we discuss analogous results on noncompact symmetric spaces.

On a technical level this paper is extremely simple. All the proofs are straightfor-

ward extensions of known results. Therefore we have tried to keep the presentations

as brief as possible. The reader is referred to [7,8,15,16, and 17] for background

material.

We are grateful to J. Gilbert and D. Ragozin for helpful comments.

2. Euclidean space. Let A C R" be a measurable set of nonzero measure. If the

inequality

(2.1) \{£EA: \£\<s}\<csd

holds for some constant c and all s > 0, we will say that A has asymptotic dimension

s£ d. We will only be interested in the case d < n since (2.1) always holds for d — n.

Note that (2.1) is then automatic for s < 1. Let PA denote the orthogonal Fourier

projection onto A, PAf — <$' (Xa/X where Xa denotes the characteristic function of

A. Let Lp denote the Sobolev space of Bessel potentials of order a of Lp functions,

1 < p < oo (see [7]).

Theorem 2.1. Fix A of asymptotic dimension < d. Then

(2.2) WPAf\\L¡^c\\f\\LS   for all f G LP

provided

(2.3) 1 </?*£2*£g< oo    and    \/p - \/q = (a - ß)/d.

In particular, the improved Sobolev inequality

(2-4) ll/lljr^Cll/llii

holds if f has support in A and (2.3) holds.

Proof. It suffices to show Ja~ßPA is a bounded operator from Lp to Lq, where

Ja_B denotes the Bessel potential operator. This is a simple consequence of a

theorem of Paley, whose proof we review briefly. A well-known theorem of Hardy

and Littlewood, whose proof is now a simple consequence of the interpolation

theory of Lorentz spaces [8], gives the estimates

(2.5) ll/llL^<c||/||L,   ifl</><2,
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and

(2.6) ll/ll£,<c||/||£,-.,   if2^a<oo.

Here Lp-q denotes the Lorentz space. If Tmf= L5"'(m/) is any Fourier multiplier

operator with m E Lrx with/?"1 — q~x = r~x, then Paley's theorem asserts that T„, is

bounded from Lp to Lq (with l</?<2<q<oo), and this follows immediately

from (2.5), (2.6) and the fact that multiplication by m is a bounded operator from

Lp'-p to Lq'-q (this can be proved easily by interpolation since/) < q).

Now the operator Ja-BPA is a Fourier multiplier operator with

m(k) = i\ + \t\2f-ay\A(i),

and it is an easy consequence of (2.1) that m & Lr-°° with rx=(a — ß)/d.

Q.E.D.
Remarks. (1) An alternate proof involves first assuming (a — ß)/d> 1/2, so

that r < 2. Then by a generalization of (2.6), Jß-aPA is convolution with a function

in U •oc, which is bounded from Lp to Lq. To remove the restriction on a — ß we use

an analytic families interpolation argument (as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 below).

While this alternative seems unnecessarily complicated in this context, we will need

to use analogous reasoning in other contexts.

(2) It seems tempting to try to interpolate between (2.4) and the usual Sobolev

inequalities to obtain weaker improved estimates without the assumption p =s 2 < a.

However, this does not work, because the support of / cannot be kept in A while

varying p. Cf. the counterexample in §5.

Theorem 2.2. Fix A of asymptotic dimension «£ d and assume, in addition, that PA is

bounded on Lp for 1 < p < oo. Then the hypothesis p < 2 < a may be omitted in

Theorem 2.1. // we only assume that PA is bounded on Lp for p0 < p < p'0, then

Theorem 2.1 remains true for 1 <p<q<2if(j;,^j) lies in the interior of the triangle

with vertices ({-, {), (1, {), (j-a, j~a), and similarly for 2 < p < a < oo if(j, I) lies in the

interior of the triangle with vertices ({, {), (j,0), (jr, jr).

Proof. Consider the analytic family of operators Jz PA in 0 =s Re z < d/2. On the

line Re z = 0 we have Lp boundedness for/>0 < p < p'Q, since we have assumed it for

PA and Jz is known to be bounded on Lp for 1 < p < oo (see [7]). On the line

Re z = o"/2 we have boundedness from Lp to Lq if \/p — \/q— 1/2 by Theorem

2.1. The result follows by Stein's interpolation theorem for analytic families [8].

Q.E.D.
Next we consider analogous results involving Lipschitz spaces. Let Aa denote the

Lipschitz-Zygmund class of all bounded functions (when a > 0) satisfying

(è)'**+'>+(è)'*-'Hè)'>w
for all | ß | = k where 0 < a — k < 2. For our purposes we need a characterization of

Aa in terms of a Littlewood-Paley dyadic annuli decomposition of/. Let a, t G S

(R" ) be chosen so that a is identically one on the annulus 1 *£ | £ | < 2 and vanishes

outside the larger annulus 1/2<|£|<4, while f is identically one on the ball

=£ M\y
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|£|< 1 and vanishes outside the ball |£|< 2. Let aA(x) = 2"\j(2*x), so âA(|) =

à(2~kl-) is identically one on the annulus 2* *£|£|< 2k + x and is supported in the

larger annulus 2k~x <|£|< 2k + 2. Then for a > 0,

(2.7) /G Aa« ||t*/||k<M   and    ||o4 * f\\x < 2"AaM

for all nonnegative integers /< (see [2]). The least constant M in (2.7) is equivalent to

the Aa norm of/.

Theorem 2.3. Fix A of asymptotic dimension < a\ Suppose a > d/p, 1 < /> < 2,

a«a")S = a — d//>. FAe«

(2.8) H^/IIa^II/II,,,   forallfGLp.

In particular, if the Fourier transform of f is supported in A, then II / Il A   < c\\f\\IP.

Proof. By Theorem 2.1, it suffices to establish the result for p = 2. Now/G L2n

means F = Jag for g G L2. Thus by (2.7) it suffices to bound uniformly ||t * PAJ„g\\o0

and 2kß\\ok * PAJag\\x, where ß = a — a/2. The first is trivial; for the second we

useaA * PAJag = mk * g, where mk(£) - ak(£)xA(i)(\ + \£\2Yd/1- Since

\\mk *g||% < Il m* Il 2 II g II 2 = ||mj|2||g||2,

and from (2.1) we obtain

\mA\2
^2      «|£|»£2

^c2-2ka\ {£EA: |£|=s2a + i} \<c2{d-2a)k,

we can conclude that 2kß\\ak * PAJag\\x is uniformly bounded.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 2.4. Fix A of asymptotic dimension < d, and let a = d/p with 1 < p < 2.

Ff?e« í/zere ex/ito a constant X(), depending only on p and the constant in (2.1 ), such that

if f is supported in A,f G Lp and ÀII / II p¿, < X0, then exp(X l/f ')-1 is integrable.

Proof. It suffices to establish the estimate

(2.9) \\f\\qq<cq(\+q/p'y+il/p'\\f\\qLS

for all q > p, for then the result follows by summing the power series expansion of

expas in [13]. Since/G Lp it suffices to establish (2.9) for q sufficiently large. We

will give a separate proof for 1 < p < 2 and p = 2.

Suppose 1 <p < 2. Define h by h(£) = x^íDO + I £|2)~"/2- Then there exists

g G Lp with ||/||¿, = || gil, such that fU) = X/<(0(1 + \è\2ra/2g(ïl sof=h* g.
Thus to establish (2.9) we need the estimates

(2.10) ||/t||J<c(l+a///)'/<?+1/'7'

where \/s — \/q + i/p'. Note that for a large, s is close to p', so s/2 — 1 is

bounded away from zero (here we use p < 2), but s <p'. Now from (2.1) we have

h G Lp'x, and since h G L00 we also have h G L2. Thus A G L^00 n L2, and we
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claim this implies (2.10). Indeed
/•OO r\ /•OO

HA 11*=/   h*(t)sdt^c   rs/p dt + c     rs/2dt
j0 j0 jx

= c(l - s/p'Y] + c(s/2 - I)"' ^ c'(l + q/p').

Next let p — 2. We will establish (2.9) via the Hausdorff-Young inequality and

estimates for || /1| ,. Now

H/ll,. = IIAgll,.<IIAIIrll$ll2

where \/r = 1/2 — \/q, so it suffices to show

||A||r<c(l+a/2)1/?+1/2.

But

\\h\\^({\ + \^\2yrd/4d^r(\ + t2rd/4d\{^A:\^\<t}\
J A J0

<rÄjXt(\+t2y'-rd/\tddt<c[\+\).       Q.E.D.

Remarks. The method of proof for p = 2 does not give the optimal result for

p < 2. The embedding of Lp in BMO is proved in Stein and Zygmund [9] when

a = n/p. It seems unlikely that the analogous result holds here.

Next we consider improvements in the Sobolev inequalities concerning restrictions

to subspaces. Let V be any affine subspace of R" of dimension k and codimension

m = n — k. Let Rv denote the operator of restriction to V which is not a priori

defined for functions which are not continuous. Nevertheless F v is well defined on

LP(R") if a > m/p, and the Sobolev inequalities are

(2.11) WRyfh;<c\\f\\LS

provided \ < p < q < oo, a> m/p, and

(2.12) \/p-\/q=(\/k)(a-ß-m/p)

(or equivalently a — ß — n/p — k/q). If we want p = q we must have p < 2 (for a

more precise result involving Besov spaces see [7,16,17]). The identity (2.12) should

be thought of as follows: m/p derivatives are spent in restricting to V, after which

the rate of exchange of derivatives for increased integrability is the same as on a

/c-dimensional space.

Now suppose A has asymptotic dimension < d and / has support in A. We can

first apply Theorem 2.1 to get /G LqBl (provided p *£ 2 *£ a,) and then (2.11). If

d < k then it is worthwhile to take a, as large as possible. We then find that (2.12)

can be replaced by

(2.13) \/p - \/q = (l/d)(a - ß - m/q) - e

for e > 0, but we can take e = 0 only in the case q = 2 when the choice a, = a is

allowed in (2.11). In place of a > m/p we now require

(2.14) a>d/p + (m- d)/2,

which is a weaker condition if d < m, and a stronger condition if d < m.
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For some sets A it is possible to improve on (2.13) and (2.14). We begin with a

simple result where the condition on A is given in a rather cumbersome form.

Lemma 2.5. Fix A and suppose

*(« = (i + |íMa)'/2(j[pix^)(i + l«lT'/2^.---«1-),/'

belongs to Lr-x(Rk ), where £' = (£m+ „... ,£„). Then (2.11) holds for all f G Lp with f

supported in A, where V = {x: x, = 0.xm = 0}, provided 1 <p^2^q<oo,

p' «£ a a«a" 1/p — 1/g = 1/r.

Proof. We have/(£) = x^X1 + |£|2ra/2#(£) for some g G L^ with ||g

11/ \\Lp, and

(äk/j'u^,,...,{j=/ X^u)(i + iii2r/2g(¿)^, •■•^m.

Since p ^ 2 we have g G LP'(R"), and since a 3* 2 it suffices to show

(\+\i'\2f/2(Rvf)U')GLq'-q(Rk).

Thus it suffices to show that the operator

rrtí') = (i + l«'la)"7 x^OO + lil2)^«)«, ■••«..

is bounded from LP'(R") to Lq'-q(Rk). But by Holder's inequality we have

i//''

/>

W)|<A(f) /i^)!*'^, ■••«/€„

and multiplication by a function in Lr"x- is a bounded operator from /.''' to Lq'-q

provided p' < a.    Q.E.D.

Now let F be an arbitrary ^-dimensional affine subspace. Let us say that A is thin

perpendicular to V if there exists a constant M such that the m-dimensional measure

of A intersected with every m-dimensional affine subspace perpendicular to V is at

most M. If Fis {x: x, = 0,... ,xm = 0} the condition is Jxa(0 d£i • • • d£„, < M for

all £'. This condition clearly implies that A has asymptotic dimension *£ k. The next

theorem shows that we can have (2.11) for the same value of q as in Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.6. Fix a set A which is thin perpendicular to V. Then (2.11) holds for all

f' G Lp with f supported in A, provided a > 0, l</?=s2<g<oo and \/p — 1/a =

(a - ß)/k.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may take V = {x: jc, = 0,... ,xm = 0} as in

Lemma 2.5. We then have the estimate

A(í')<Aí1/'(l + |í'|2)(/,~")/2

since a > 0, and so /i G L'00 if l//- = (a — /?)//<. The condition // < a in the

lemma can be removed as follows. The operator F in the proof of the lemma is
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bounded from L^R") to Lq'q(Rk), where now/? and g can vary, with \/p — 1/g =

(a — ß)/k. Hence it follows by the real interpolation method that it is also bounded

from L^^R") to Lq -q(Rk) since p < g, and this suffices to complete the proof since

g G L^'^R").    Q.E.D.

3. Compact symmetric spaces. Let X be either a compact Lie group G or a compact

symmetric space G/K with invariant measure o'/x normalized to have total mass one.

Let £ index by highest weight m the irreducible representations trm of G that occur in

L2(X), let Em denote the subspace of L2( X) of all functions transforming according

to the representation itm, and let dm denote the dimension of Em (this is the

dimension of mm if X = G/K and the square of the dimension of <nm if X= G).

Choose an orthonormal basis <j>„,k, k = 1.dm, for Em and let

Zjx.y) = 2<íw(-0<íw(.v)
k

be the reproducing kernel for Em, f(x) = fZJx, y)f(y)d\i(y) for / G Em. Zm is

independent of the choice of basis, so Zm(x, x) is a constant independent of x. Since

fZm(x, x) dn(x) = dm, we deduce Zm(x, x) = dm and, from this, the basic estimate

(3-D H/IL<rfi/2ll/ll2    for/GFm.

Now for/ G L2( X) we consider the Fourier series expansion

(3-2) /=   2 dxn(2f„,
»lEf

where

(3-3) fm = d-y2fZm(x,y)f(y)dix(y)

is the component of/ in Em (the factors d^ ' are chosen to make the estimates

below come out neatly). Let dv denote the discrete measure on £ which assigns to m

the weight dm. Then we have the estimates

(3-4) ll/ll¿V,)=IKII/Jl2}ll¿W

(3.5) II /H/.«(í/,)< H{II/„,H2}Il LW

and

(3-6) ll{ll/JI2}ll,*u/^ 11/11 ¿V*)-

Indeed (3.4) is just the Parseval identity, (3.5) follows from (3.2) and (3.1), and (3.6)

follows from

\\fj¡ = d-y2fax)iu)dlx(x)^d^x^\\fjj\f\\]

and (3.1). By interpolating these estimates we obtain the analogues of the Hardy-Lit-

tlewood inequalities ((2.5) and (2.6)):

(3-7) \\{\\U2}\\L'-Hä,)<Wf\\Lm»     Ífl<P<2,

and

(3.8) ll/llL.(rfrt<c||{||/M||2}||^   if2<g<oo.
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Next we consider Sobolev spaces on X. The set E of highest weights is naturally

identified with a subset of Zr, the dual group to a maximal torus in G. The

Laplacian A on G is diagonalized by the Fourier series (3.2). We have

(3-9) -A/m = (|m + p|2-|p|2)/„,

where p is one-half the sum of the positive roots. Thus | p |2/ — A is an invertible

second-order elliptic differential operator, and its powers

(\P\2I - *Y/2ld!/2fm = 2\m + p\:dx,/2fm

serve to define the Sobolev spaces

^(^)={/:(|p|2/-A)a/2/eL^} = {(|p|2/-Ar/2g:gGL^.

Since X is compact this definition is equivalent to any other reasonable definition.

Now if A is any subset of £, we will say A has asymptotic dimension < d if the

inequality

(3.10) v({m£A:\m\<s})=   2   dm < csd
m&A

M <i

holds for some constant c and all 5 > 1. The fact that the full set £ has asymptotic

dimension exactly equal to dim X is essentially equivalent to Weyl's theorem that the

asymptotic behavior of the number of eigenfunctions of -A with eigenvalue < t2 is

exactly 0(tdimX). An alternate proof of this fact for the case X = G can be given

using a different theorem of Weyl—the dimension formula for dm.

Now we have all the ingredients for proving improved Sobolev inequalities for

functions with Fourier series/= "2meAdj/2fm. Let PA denote the orthogonal projec-

tion

Pa( 1 dxJ2fm) =   2  dxJ2fm

Theorem 3.1. Fix A of asymptotic dimension < d. Then

II ̂/II tJ < c||/1| L,   forallfELp

provided 1 <p<2<g<oo and \/p — 1/g = (a — ß)/d.

Remarks. We omit the proof, since it is essentially the same as the proof of

Theorem 2.1. The analogues of Theorems 2.2-2.4 also hold; again the proofs are

essentially the same, except that for the embedding into Lipschitz-Zygmund spaces

the analogue of the characterization (2.7) is not available (although it is very likely to

be true). Instead we may use the sufficient condition

(3.11) 2     dJfm\\2^MX-a   forallXX)
X«s|/m|«í2A

implies / G Aa. A simple proof, communicated by David Ragozin, is as follows:

from (3.11) and (3.1) we obtain

/"   2   dxJ2fm      <M\-,
|m|«sA °°

and this implies/ G Aa by generalizations of Bernstein's inequalities [5,6].
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To prove the analogue of Theorem 2.3 we argue that if/ G L2a then

2   ¿Ji/Ji2<(2|™ + p|2o¿Jl/Jli)I/2     2   d„,\m + p\-2A   .
A«s|m|«2A \A«e|m|«s2A /

m( A mŒA

The first factor on the right side is just II / II Li, while the second can be estimated

(using | m + p \~2a < cX~2a since | m \> X) by cV°(2Ms:2X:me/1</m)1/2, so PAf G A^

by (3.ll)ifyß = a — d/2 if A has asymptotic dimension < d.

4. Radon transforms on spheres. Suppose Xx = G/F, and X2 = G/K2 are two

compact symmetric spaces with the same isometry group G, with dim Xx = «, <

dim .Y2 = /j2. If F: L2(X[) -» L2(A'2) commutes with the action of G, then the

results of §3 show that on the range of F we may use the dimension «, rather than n2

in the Sobolev inequalities.

Let £ | and £2 denote the lattices of highest weights m of representations mm of G

appearing in L2(X¡) and L2(X2). respectively, and let £ = £, n £2. Then by Schur's

lemma the operator F must have the form

A   1   dj/%) =   2 ymdxn(2f'm
* met', '       met1

for some constants ym, where the mapping fm -+fm is an isometry (unique up to

scalar factor of absolute value one) intertwining the representation mm as realized

(with multiplicity one) on A-, and X2.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose we have \ ym | < c \ m \~a for all m G £. Then T is a bounded

operator from L2(A',) to Lq(X2) provided 0 < a < nx/2 and 1/2 — 1/g = a/«,. If

a > «|/2 then T is a bounded operator from L2(X]) to Aß(X2) where ß = a — nx/2.

Proof. From the hypotheses F is a bounded operator from L2(X]) to L2a(X2).

Now £ Ç £, so the asymptotic dimension of £ is *s «,. Thus the theorem follows

from Theorem 3.1 and the remarks following.   Q.E.D.

Let Gn k denote the Grassmannian manifold of /c-dimensional subspaces of R".

Then G„ k may be identified with the symmetric space 0(n)/0(n — k) X O(k) and

has dimension (n — k)k. The ^-dimensional Radon transform Lk on the «-dimen-

sional sphere S" (or the projective space X obtained by identifying antipodal points,

X— G„+11) can be regarded as an operator from L2(X) to L2(Gn+ik+i), which

commutes with the action of G = 0(n + 1). In [14] we computed the constants ym

for Lk and found the estimate | ym |< c | m \'k/1. Thus Theorem 4.1 shows that Lk is

bounded from L2(X) to Lq(Gn+lk+i) where 1/g = 1/2 - k/2n. Combining this

with other results from [14, Corollary 4.6] we obtain

Theorem 4.2. Lk is bounded from LP(X) to Lq(Gn+ln+k) provided the point (j, $)

lies in the convex hull of the points (0,0), (1,1), ({-, \ — j¿), ({- + ^, {).

5. Solutions of the wave equations. Let u(x, t) for x G R" and t G R be a solution

of the wave equation u„ = Axm. Then the Fourier transform of u in all n + 1

variables is supported in the cone t2 = | £ |2, and if we convolve û with a function <i>

of compact support (hence multiply u by *3 "'(</>)), we will obtain a function
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supported in a neighborhood of the cone. Since a neighborhood of the cone has

asymptotic dimension < n, we can expect that u will satisfy improved Sobolev

inequalities with d = n locally. We cannot expect u to satisfy global Sobolev

inequalities since a function with Fourier transform supported on the cone cannot be

inL^forp <2.

We will see in this section that these expectations are borne out, but more

interestingly we will see that the situation is much more complicated. For some

values of p we can obtain local improved Sobolev inequalities with d as low as

(n + l)/2, while for other values of p (> 2, of course), the usual Sobolev inequalities

(with d = n + 1) cannot be improved. These counterexamples show that the restric-

tion p < 2 < g in Theorem 2.1 cannot be entirely dispensed with.

To simplify the discussion we will consider the case of one derivative only. Thus

let Vu belong to Lp locally (in space-time) for u a solution of the wave equation.

When does this imply that u belongs to Lq locally? The usual Sobolev inequalities

give the embedding for \/p — 1/g = \/(n + 1), so the question really is whether

we can do better. For the affirmative result we need only reinterpret our results in

[10].

Theorem 5.1. Let Vw belong to Lp in every bounded subset ofR"+x,n>2, and let

u satisfy the wave equation. Then u is in Lq in every bounded subset ofR"+x, provided

„//!+ 1 \ „ ,    n      1/1 — 3
2——r    *£/>*£ 2    and    - = - +

n+3I     y g      p         2     '

or

2n               Jn+ 1 \ J     1      n      n + 1
2   ——- and    —

n + 2     '        \n + 3 ! g      p 2

( also p > 1 if n = 2). If K is any bounded subset of R"+ ' there exists a bounded

neighborhood K' of K such that

(5.1) lf\u(x,t)\qdxdt\      ^cif \vu(x,t)\"dxdt\

with the constant c depending only on the diameter of K in the t-variable.

Proof. In [10, Theorem 2] we proved

(5.2) lf\u(x,t + s)\qdx\      ^c(t)lf\Vu(x,s)\pdx\

for solutions of the wave equation, under the stated conditions on p and g, where the

constant c(t) is finite for every t ¥= 0. In fact it is clear from the proof that c(t) is

uniformly bounded on compact intervals not containing the origin, and in [11] we

observed that a simple homogeneity argument shows c(t) = ct~a for a = n/p — n/q
- 1.

Now given K we can enlarge it if necessary so that it is a product of a bounded set

F0 in R" and an interval [a, b] in R. We then choose K' = {(x, t): x G K'Q and

a — 1 < t < b + 1}, where K'Q is chosen so that that the Cauchy data at t = t0 in

(a — 1, b + 1) and x G K'0 for a solution of the wave equation determine the
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solution in all of K. Since Vu G LP(K'), it follows by Fubini's theorem that the

Cauchy date of u for / = t0 in [a — 1, b + 1] is in Lp(Kq) for almost every t0. Fixing

such a t0, let v be the solution to the wave equation in R"+1 determined by the

Cauchy data of u at t = t0 extended to be zero for x outside K'Q. Then v = u in K

and

f | Vv(x, t0)\p dx= f  | Vu(x, t0) \p dx.

Thus (5.2) gives

!/<? / \ VP

if  \u(x,t + tQ)\qdx\      ^c(t) if  \vu(x,tQ)\p dx\

From this it is trivial to get (5.1) by letting t0 vary discretely and integrating with

respect to the t variable over 1/2 *s | r | < 1.    Q.E.D.

Remarks. (1) At the endpoints p = 2 and p = 2n/(n + 2) (hence q = 2), the

value oî d = (j — ̂ )~x is exactly n as expected, but elsewhere it is smaller, achieving

the minimum value (n + l)/2atp = 2((n + \)/(n + 3)), q = 2((n + \)/(n - 1)).

(2) Note that the proof actually establishes the stronger conclusion

sup   \ f  \u(x,t)\q dx\      <c\f \vu(x,t)\p dxdt]     .
a^t^b\JK„ I \JK' !

This is not surprising in view of Theorem 2.6.

(3) Brenner [1] has extended the results of [10] to a large class of hyperbolic partial

differential operators, so the theorem continues to hold for solutions of these

equations.

We turn now to some simple counterexamples. Let n = 3; this choice is particu-

larly convenient since any function of the form u(x, t) = (4>(r + t) — <(>(r — t))/r,

where r = | x | and <i> is a locally integrable function of one variable, is a solution to

the wave equation. If we choose <¡>(r) = | r |x for r near 0 with 0 < À < 1, such that <¡>

is C°° and of compact support in r > 0, then u cannot belong to Lq near the origin if

g > 4/(1 — À). On the other hand an easy computation shows that Vu is locally in

Lp providedp < 4/(2 - X) andp < 1/(1 — À). Now forp in the interval 3 <p < 4,

we can choose X = 2 — 4/p + e and V« will be in Lp locally, while u will not be in

Lq locally unless l/p — 1/g ^ 1/4, so there can be no improvement on the usual

Sobolev inequality.

By multiplying the above example by a fixed function g(x, t) such that g is in 6\),

we obtain a global counterexample to extending Theorem 2.1 into the range

q > p > 3, at least for n = 4, a = 1, and A a neighborhood of the cone (with

asymptotic dimension 3).

6. Noncompact symmetric spaces. Let X be a noncompact symmetric space,

X = G/K where G is a semisimple Lie group and K a maximal compact subgroup.

Then there is a Fourier expansion

(6.1) f=w'xf <l>x*f\c(X)\-2dX
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for functions/ G L2(X), where (¡>x are the spherical functions, w is the order of the

Weyl group, c(À) is the Harish-Chandra c-function, and v is the rank of G (the

parameter space R" is canonically identified with the dual space of 31, the abelian

component in the Iwasawa decomposition of ©). If desired one can restrict the X

parameter to a Weyl chamber, or equivalently require every function of X to be

invariant under the Weyl group. See Helgason [4] for details.

Because of the Kunze-Stein phenomena [3], the Fourier expansion of a function in

Lp forp < 2 will be analytic in À, so there can be no such (nonzero) functions whose

Fourier expansions are supported on nontrivial subsets. Nevertheless, we can obtain

meaningful improved Sobolev inequalities by considering the L2 orthogonal projec-

tion PA onto the portion of the Fourier expansion lying in A. Here A is any

measurable set of nonzero measure that is Weyl invariant, and

(6.2) PAf=w~xf^*f\c(X)\-2dX.
J A

The Sobolev spaces LP(X) can be defined in terms of the Laplacian A and the

pseudodifferential operators (-A)"a/2, which are most simply expressed in terms of

the Fourier expansion

(6.3) (-Ar/2/=w-|/(|p|2 + |A|2r/2<i,A*/|c(X)r2JA,

where p denotes half the sum of the positive roots (it is the appearance of the

positive constant | p |2 in (6.3) that makes it superfluous to add a constant to -A as in

the Euclidean or compact cases). We take Lp to be the image of Lp under (-A)"a/2,

/ G Lp if and only if there exists g G Lp with / = (-A)"a/2g. It is not hard to show

(by slight modifications of the arguments of [12]) that this definition is equivalent

with all other reasonable definitions (there is a unique space invariant under the

group action and, for functions supported in a compact coordinate patch, equivalent

to the usual Sobolev space), and the global Sobolev inequalities 11/11/,« < c||/||L,

hold if 1 <p < q < oo and l/p — 1/g = (a — ß)/n, where n denotes the dimen-

sion of X.

The improved Sobolev inequalities we seek are of the form ||PAf\\L"^c\\f IILP,

where l/p — 1/g = (a - ß)/dand l<ps£2<g<oo.

Definition 6.1. A Weyl group invariant subset A Ç R" is said to have asymptotic

dimension < d if the estimate

(6.4) f \c(X)\~2dX^csd
•//(n{|A|«sj}

holds for all s > 1 and some constant c.

Lemma 6.2. The asymptotic dimension of R" is equal to n = dim X.

Proof. By a theorem of Gindikin and Karpelevic (see [4]) we have

r(>2a + /a-A/|a|2)
c(A) = c n

«es+ T(\m2a + {ma + ia-A/|a|2) '
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where 2+ denotes the set of positive roots and ma the multiplicity of the root a.

Since n — v + 2ae2+wa> me result follows from well-known estimates for the

T-function.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 6.3. Let A C R" have asymptotic dimension < d. Then \\PAf\\L«^

ell / II Lr provided l<p<2<g<oo and l/p — 1/g = (a — ß)/d.

Proof. Assuming ß = 0 for simplicity, we need to show \\PA( — A)~af\\q < c||/||

But PA(-A)-"f= G * f, where

G=í(|A|2 + |p|2r/2<í,,|c(A)|-2a'A.
J A

Now by interpolating between the Plancherel formula and the uniform boundedness

of the spherical functions (II^JI«, = 1 in fact), we obtain as before that G G Lroc,

where r = d/(d — a) provided d/2 < a < d. This, together with the weak-type

convolutional inequalities, proves the theorem in the case when l/p — 1/g > 1/2.

To eliminate this condition we apply an analytic families interpolation argument,

using the obvious L2 boundedness of F^-A)" for real t.   Q.E.D.
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